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Investments into the construction of the second stage of the 
new shipyard site of «Pella» will amount 3 billion rubbles.

Saint-Petersburg, 5th of July.  Investments into the construction of the second stage of the new shipyard site of 
Open JSC «Leningrad shipyard «Pella» will amount 1.5 billion rubles.  Part of this amount is the own assets of the 
Company. The rest – is the loan credits. The Governor of the Leningrad region told about this on Thursday after 
meeting with Chiefs of the shipbuilding and relative organizations, which took place during his working trip to 
Kirovsky district. 

The Chief of the region told that putting into operation of the new shipbuilding site the production of the shipyard will increase twice – up to 12 tugboats and 
heavy-cargo vessels a year that amount up to 12  billion rubles. The construction is planned to be finished by 2014.
«The Chief of the Company requested to conclude the contract according to which tax relief will be granted to the shipyard for the period of payback. By the 
amount of investments the shipyard suits the Law and the Contract will be signed at the nearest time,» – said Alexander Drozdenko.
During the meeting with the Authorities of the shipbuilding and relative organizations the Governor said, that the port facilities such as Ust-Luga, Primorsk, Visock  
are developing rapidly in the region and there is a great demand in these kind of vessels.
«The ports are needed in tugboats, technical vessels and fuellers. That’s why the shipbuilding of a Leningrad region has great perspectives», - the Chief of the 
region thinks.
Also during the meeting the question of «aggressive conduct of affairs by United Shipbuilding Corporation was raised. The biggest part of state orders is 
transferring to other regions although the Shipyards of the Leningrad region has got all the facilities to fulfill them. 
«We will apply to the country’s leadership with a request to reconsider the system of allocation of the state orders,»- Alexander Drozdenko said. 


